
The Wine Steward’s 

RED  

COLLECTOR 
W I N E   C L U B 

December 2020 
 

 

 

WINE:  2018 Tilth Cabernet Sauvignon  
 

 

SOURCE:  Star Vineyard,  

         Rutherford, Napa Valley 
 

 

GRAPES:  100% Cabernet Sauvignon,  
  

ATTITUDE:  A Foodie Made Me   
 

FOOD:  Juicy Steak / Prime Rib    

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Jason Driscoll was a chef before he became a winemaker.  Kitchens in Seattle and 

the Napa Valley were his haunts until he signed up to work a harvest at Hunnicut.  That experience 

adjusted his career path, as did his next winemaking gig at DeSante.  Now, Jason and wife Hilary are 

business partners for Driscoll Wine Company, of which “Tilth” is a particular line of bottlings whose labels 

share a design kinship with our own daughter’s company logo for “Blooms End”.  Information specific to 

the Cabernet Sauvignon before you:  Single vineyard, Rutherford.  300 cases made, via 10 new French oak 

barrels and one neutral one.  The wine was racked once after its first winter in barrel and aged for a total 

of 22 months before being bottled without fining.  So there’s your techy stuff. 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  I believe a winemaker’s background can drive his or her wine style.  In this case, I’m 

pretty sure a chef’s sensibilities were applied here.  This Cabernet, just opened, expresses significant 

darkness of fruit and/but the textures are more lithe and lean than some of you might anticipate.  Its palate 

feel is “narrow,” you might say.  I think Jason intended this, as someone who understands the marriage 

between protein and acidity.  This wine “enlarges” with meat alongside.  It declares, “Cabernet CAN 

actually refresh the palate” with its addition of energy to the richness of the food.   
 

This leaner style of Cabernet can also age very well and will “expand” with time – or with air, as I’ve been 

learning this week.  The bottle I opened on Wednesday sits beside my keyboard as I polish off its 

remaining contents and polish up these notes on a Saturday, and Tilth is loving the airtime it’s had.  The 

wine currently in my glass is more relaxed and richer than the Wednesday experience:  Decanter alert!   

 

49.99 / 44.99 for all wine club members 



 

 

WINE:  2012 Carriage House Red 

 

SOURCE:  DuBrul Vineyard, Yakima Valley, Washington State 

 

GRAPES:  51% Cabernet Sauvignon, 44% Merlot,  

                   5% Cabernet Franc 

 

ATTITUDE:  Mellowed by Time  

 

PAIR WITH:  Braised Short Ribs / Pot Roast    

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Carriage House is the second label of Cote Bonneville in Washington State’s 

Yakima Valley.  I believe this is the third or fourth provision of this wine to your club over the years.  It is 

lovely stuff and worthy of your attention, but what’s especially nice is its “library” status.  Some ‘Carriage 

House’ is intentionally held back from the market for several years.  We always have the unique chance to 

provide it at a much older age with more development (in 2018 we provided your club with its 2010 

rendition, and so on).  Consider the economics here:  The producer intentionally “sat on money,” 

warehousing this wine for several years, with a very thoughtful result in mind; the demonstration of a 

more mellowed-out representation of the DuBrul Vineyard.  I think that’s pretty cool.      
 

 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  . . . And Washington State reds deserve this treatment.  The most significant wines 

from this high desert situation are released (and probably drunk) way too soon.  Economics (there’s that 

word again) factor in here.  The producer needs to spin the inventory.  A whole year of growing the 

grapes and two more (in this case) of barreling the fermented juice is investment enough!  The retailer also 

needs a certain number of inventory “turns” to survive.  I wish I had the wherewithal to hide some great 

young reds for some later re-release, but library wines simply don’t pay their part of the monthly rent!  

Farther along the wine’s journey:  The consumer also usually can’t afford to be patient with an investment 

in a pricey temperature-controlled cellar.  – And so it is that many of today’s higher-end wine drinkers can 

only fathom young, undeveloped, forward-fruited wine; the understanding and appreciation of “Phase II” 

development is beyond them because the chance to experience this is virtually unavailable.  Kudos to Cote 

Bonneville for showing us what wine can become.  With the passage of time, young and reckless fruit has 

mellowed to unrushed plummy-ness.  Oak flavors, once jarringly apparent, have fused with those of the 

wine (we call this “integration”).  Textures have softened.  The boldness of youth is forsaken in favor of the 

sedate suaveness of maturity.  Here is the OPPOSITE effect of aforementioned Tilth:  This wine, by the 

estimations of wine drinkers prizing development, is READY. 

 

39.99  / 35.99 for All Wine Club Members 



The Wine Steward’s 

World Class 
W I N E   C L U B 

December 2020  
 

WINE:  2017 Zuccardi ‘Emma’ Bonarda  
 

SOURCE:  Valle de Uco, Mendoza, Argentina 
 

GRAPES:  100% Bonarda 
 

ATTITUDE:  Dignity 
 

FOOD:  Duck (don’t cook duck?  Try Andy & Yu’s!) 
 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Argentina is best known for Malbec, its most-planted varietal.  What remains 

little-known – at least to higher-end wine consumers – is that wine country’s second-most-planted 

varietal, Bonarda.  That’s because this grape is recognized more as a prolific, value wine workhorse.  

Making a classy, elevated Bonarda isn’t the typical Argentine producer’s priority:  While the winery 

website “tech sheets” rarely declare so, Bonarda hides in many a Malbec.   
 

‘Ever heard of “Charbono”?  That’s Bonarda, as we Californians call it, though our acreage of Charbono is 

relatively miniscule so it takes a wine geek to know of it.  Napa, Santa Clara, and the Sierra Foothills all 

have a tiny bit, and (per my experience) Tofanelli and Shypoke are its best winery caretakers.  You can put 

this Bonarda right up there with those.  Why?  Because Zuccardi gives a damn.  Here is an Argentina 

producer that cares in a lot of ways.  They accommodate the educations and livelihoods of their employees 

with all kinds of supportive programs.  They restore and nurture previously-ravaged vineyard plots with 

organic farming.  They think beyond “Malbec,” rendering a myriad of varietals at price points ranging from 

“everyday value” to “highly-rated specialties.”  A more narrowminded producer might try to embellish 

Bonarda with the typical Malbec treatment of oak.  Leave it to Zuccardi to give “workhorse” Bonarda a 

more caring treatment:  This wine was fermented and aged in concrete.       

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  Isn’t the application of vanilla-providing wood the more “caring” treatment of red wine?  

Not always; not if “caring” means recognizing the tendencies and possibilities of a particular varietal.  

Bonarda is not Malbec.  It’s not a savage in need of oxidative soothing, but a more fragrant and curvy 

creature deserving its particular attentions.  Preserving Bonarda’s beautiful attributes of airy blueberry and 

blackberry (and sometimes, hopefully, botanical) qualities should be the priority.  This is better achieved 

by storing the wine in larger volumes instead of letting it “burn out” in small barriques, which would also 

dampen Bonarda’s jubilant mood with sobering woodiness.  Kudos to Zuccardi for respecting Bonarda!            
     

37.99 / 34.19 for Wine Club Members 

 



 

 

 

WINE:  2017 Perazzeta ‘Terre di Bocci’  
 

 

SOURCE:  Maremma Toscana, Italy 
 

 

GRAPES:  100% Sangiovese 
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Sundrenched 
 

 

FOOD:  Tri-Tip                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  This producer makes just six thousand cases of wine, represented by at least seven 

different bottlings, entirely from his organically-farmed estate.  We are in the Montecucco section of 

Maremma, in southern Tuscany.  Better-known (and therefore pricier) Montalcino lies to the north.  

‘Terre dei Bocci’ is barely represented anywhere on the Internet, as it is a smaller-production wine from 

this already-tiny producer.  What’s important to know in this case is who brought it to us.  Our friend 

Tom Kelly of Small Vineyards paid us a Zoom Call visit to show us this, having sent the actual wine along 

beforehand.  This was last August, mid-pandemic, when I uncorked and tasted as Tom described this 

“D.I.” wine.  – That stands for “direct import,” part of a line of products his company brings only to a few 

accounts like The Wine Steward to scrutinize and speak for.  ‘Terre de Bocci’ is ours to show you, 

virtually exclusively, and we couldn’t be happier. 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  Now we should address the style of this particular Sangiovese.  We won’t pretend that 

it aspires to the “Old Worldy-ness” of Chianti Classico.  It lacks the rustic “sottobosco” (underbrush) of those 

Sangioveses from farther north.  It also misses the “mass” of nearer neighbor Brunello di Montalcino.  

However, at a nicer price, it is eloquent in a more endearing way.  Sangiovese from SOUTHERN Tuscan 

tends toward sunny, fruit-emphasizing cheerfulness.  Certainly, this wine demonstrates a minerally 

structure in the background, a memory of its prehistoric seabed soils.  – But the main message is a purity 

of vibrant cherries and black plums.  This wine smiles broadly.  Its “importance” of acidity patiently waits 

in the wings, ready to perform with your meal.   
 

We acknowledge:  We owe you.  The combined prices of these two wines don’t quite measure up to your 

monthly membership charge.  We will fix this over the coming months.  In the meantime, enjoy these 

beautiful and charming reds and . . . Happy Holidays!   
 

 

29.99 / 26.99 for Wine Club Members 

 



 The Wine Steward’s 

C A L I F O R N I A  
(West Coast) 

W I N E   C L U B 
December 2020 

 

WINE:  2019 Stolpman Vineyards Grenache Syrah Mourvèdre 
 

SOURCE:  Estate, Ballard Canyon, Santa Barbara County  
      

GRAPES:  60% Grenache, 30% Syrah, 10% Mourvèdre 
 

ATTITUDE:  Orchard  
 

FOOD:  Grilled Pork Tenderloin 
 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  No frequenter of The Wine Steward is a stranger to Stolpman, as we have made a 

specialty (and friend) of this producer.  We like its affable and earnest proponent, Pete Stolpman, who 

visits our mezzanine once a year to personally represent his wines to lucky attendees.  We like the 

uniqueness of its source in little Ballard Canyon, west of Los Olivos; a “Sub-AVA” Stolpman did much to 

make official.  We like how YOU like Stolpman’s wines; understandable in their fruit-driven style, honest 

in their unenhanced size, and helpful in coaxing many an avowed California Cabernet drinker into a 

broader world of varietal selection.  Stolpman doesn’t do Cabernet, recognizing their location is far better 

for Syrah, Sangiovese, Roussanne, and other delicious yet harder-to-sell wines.  Their labor of love – 

growing the right grapes for the place regardless of popularity – is an effort The Wine Steward is pleased 

to reinforce.  Stolpman’s mantra aligns with ours, thus the partnership.      

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  With this unusual year comes – by necessity – creativity.  Pete, nor his salesperson Tom 

Switzer, couldn’t personally show us tastes of Stolpman wines this year.  Instead, entire bottles were 

generously provided, shipped up from the winery.  From the uncorked array of delicious Stolpman goods 

before me I chose five wines for last month’s Zoom event, replacing Pete’s typical in-person annual show.  

Two more - this and La Cuadrilla - were chosen for your club.  I nebulously assigned “Orchard” to the 

“Attitude” line in the heading and now must clarify.  There is an applicable scent and flavor style happening 

here, and something personal to boot.  First, the more obvious:  Stolpman – especially in more recent 

years – is emphasizing pure and fresh FRUIT instead of oak-drenched “fruit sauce” in all of their bottlings – 

“fresh” it connotes just-picked berries, plums, cherries, and peaches lying in crates on the tree-shaded floor 

of an orchard on a warm summer day.  Now for the more personal part:  I admire a particular Northern 

Rhone wine producer who is also a fruit grower, Domaine Combier, and have always felt his Syrahs 

somehow referenced the flavors of his peaches and apricots.  That’s the extra reference happening in my 

head but – then again – I’ve been sipping a good bit of this delicious red and am starting to lose it …        
MEANT TO COST MORE: 

22.49 / 20.24 for ALL Members 



 

 WINE:  2019 Stolpman ‘La Cuadrilla’       

 

 SOURCE:  Estate, Ballard Canyon, Santa Barbara County  

 

 GRAPES:  70% Syrah, 15% Grenache, 15% Sangiovese 

 

   ATTITUDE:  Slurpylicious!   

 

   FOOD:  Lamburgers   

 

 
 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:   Here is (at least) the fifth “clubbing” of Stolpman’s ever-popular ‘La Cuadrilla’.   

“Popular” for its ever-changing label.  “Popular” for its endearing story of a producer caring enough for its 

vineyard staff to allow that crew (“Cuadrilla”) to specifically farm, make, and profit by this particular wine.  

“Popular” by the ebullient fruit it always expresses . . . and you’re the first to see this vintage! 
 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  What’s important to me?  This year’s Cuadrilla blend, which is rarely the same as last 

year’s, emphasizes Syrah.  That native of the Northern Rhone region of France does get around.  Australia, 

South Africa, New Zealand, California, Washington ... name the country and they’re probably growing 

some.  It is always impressively dark to the eye.  Another guarantee is its level of fragrance – it’s always 

pretty smelly stuff! - but THAT’S where the forks in the road begin.  Based on where it’s being cultivated 

you might sense jammy fruit or qualities very OTHER than fruit in the nose.  Warmer areas emphasize the 

former.  Cooler areas such as the Northern Rhone, Sonoma Coast, and others promote black pepper, 

smoked meats, violets, and licorice.  Syrah’s variations continue in the mouth with a myriad of flavor AND 

texture possibilities.  All of this adds up to a delightful “What kind of Syrah is THIS?” query for the 

wondering wine lover, but the more casual consumer might just as quickly be scared off, fleeing for the 

comfort of the Cabernet section of the store.  Therein lies the dilemma of being in the Syrah business.  I 

call Syrah one of the world’s “great” grapes because it can be so many things, because it challenges the 

senses, because it loves food.  At the same time, all of these qualities may be daunting to another. 
 

Stolpman is bravely all about Syrah, recognizing it does so well in Ballard Canyon; which is perhaps the 

only American wine appellation so devoted to it.  Cabernet might be the more lucratively-appreciated 

crop but it wouldn’t be the right fit for the region.  What’s nice about Syrah from here, as evidenced in La 

Cuadrilla, is its propensity for simultaneous intrigue AND fruit.  This is one of those special Syrah places 

where the wine appeals to both the heart, with its happy, juicy boysenberries, and head with more 

mysterious, smoked meaty-ness.  Do you get those wonderful variations from your La Cuadrilla?        
 

22.49 / 20.24 for all members 



 

The Wine Steward’s 

Wine 

Adventurer’s 
W I N E   C L U B 

December 2020 
 

 

WINE:  2015 Deóbriga ‘Selección Familiar’  
 

SOURCE:  Rioja, Spain 
 

GRAPES:  90% Tempranillo, 10% Graciano 
 

 

 

STYLE:  A little darker and more mouthfilling            

     than your last Rioja. 
 

FOOD:  Roasted Lamb Shank 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Past vintages of this quality red have happened in your club.  It happens again 

because we really like this wine.  We also like the small importer who represents it to us.  Most of all, we 

like YOU, and feel you deserve Selección Familiar!  Here is the noble grape of Spain – Tempranillo - with 

just a touch of Graciano (known for adding a mysterious leafiness).  The region’s historical preference for 

American oak aging is nurtured here, but 30% of the wine also saw French oak.  To the eye there is a 

youthful red glow.  For the nose Tempranillo’s typical tobacco scents arise, along with cherries and plums 

and – perhaps – a bit of chocolate.  On the palate there is a good force of fruit – cherries predominate – 

and a nice sense of “mass”.  For the sake of comparison I opened a bottle of the Campillo Rioja provided to 

your club in October.  That wine is more smoky, leathery, and tangy, honoring the more classic style.  

While not necessarily “modern,” Deóbriga has international appeal with its more filled-in body and 

directness of fruit.  I get the feeling you’re going to prefer this one.   
 

JIM’S WHIMS:  . . . But both will benefit by the treatment I gave a great Rioja last Sunday evening.  

Actually, the treatment required much of my day off, for I was slow-roasting a pair of beautiful lamb 

shanks.  I promise you:  If you eat lamb, there is no BETTER way to honor good Rioja.  Set your oven for 

350 degrees.  Rub lard (I used shortening) all over the legs, then chopped garlic, kosher salt, and chopped 

thyme.  Put the legs in a large roasting pan; you’ll need the space because now you’ll add yellow potatoes, 

cut in half or in three’s.  Add a cup of water, then evenly distribute over everything a half cup or more of 

Spanish sherry.  Throw on a bit more salt and more thyme sprigs, and toss in a couple intact garlic cloves.  

Roast for at least 2.5 hours – probably more – and visit the oven about every twenty minutes to baste 

everything with the settled liquid, which should concentrate but not be allowed to totally evaporate.  Be 

patient.  Serve when tender, with parsley leaves atop.  Drink Rioja.      

20.99 / 18.89 for all wine club members 



 

 

WINE:  2015 Chateau Suau 

 

SOURCE:  Cotes de Bordeaux, France 

 

GRAPES:  85 Merlot / 15% Cabernet Sauvignon 

 

ATTITUDE:  Ready for a rainy night 

 

FOOD:  Roasted meats, grilled lamb, stews  

 

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  While this label doesn’t declare fully, I can confirm the location since I’ve visited 

Chateau Suau – twice.  We are taking you to “Cadillac,” a sub-region of the Right Bank’s Cotes de 

Bordeaux.  Pronunciation lesson:  “Caddy-yak,” as in “Never let yer caddy yak in yer golf bag.”  I’m sorry.  I 

got here very early to write these notes and the coffee/wine mixture does strange things.     

 

More usefully:  While this region can make a kick-butt botrytized dessert wine a la Sauternes, it also 

makes a classic Right Bank red such as this.  “Right Bank” will nearly always mean the wine is based on 

Merlot, as happens here.  Scents of leather, spice, freshly-turned earth, plums, and smoked strawberries 

confirm you have Bordeaux in your glass.  A dry feel on your tongue reaffirms.  There is good juiciness, 

and exquisite balance happening here.  Acids and tannins vie for your attention, but politely.  The fruit is 

also allowed to speak – in a straightlaced, dignified, Bordeaux way! 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  Bordeaux could be called the world’s first internationally-renowned wine region.  Even 

before its renowned Left Bank was still but an undrained swamp this region supplied much of the far-flung 

Roman Empire, and but a few centuries later was exporting barrels to England.  A main reason for this 

distribution was Bordeaux’s ship-ability.  Another:  This part of France WAS England’s for several 

centuries once upon a time.    
 

But let’s wipe away the historical cobwebs for a current day reckoning.  For several reasons, Bordeaux is 

no longer “hip” around here.  We can elaborate later, but for now I’ll just submit it remains valid.  It 

deserves you, and you - the thoughtful, kitchen-loitering wine lover - deserve it.  The enjoyment of 

Bordeaux is sensitive to setting.  A cold, rainy night should be happening outside.  A roaring fire would be 

nice.  Meat roasting on a bone is essential.  Root vegetables and / or mushroom – just as necessary.  A dog 

with a look of longing would complete the scene.         

 

20.99 / 18.89 for all wine club members  



The Wine Steward’s 

 
 ‘Here ‘n There’  

White Wine 
W I N E   C L U B 

December 2020 
 

 

 

WINE:  2018 Accadia Verdicchio   

SOURCE:  Castello di Jesi, Marche, Italy 

GRAPES:  100% Verdicchio 

 
 

ATTITUDE:  Complex                                   

 

FOOD:  Yes  

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  We are bringing you to the eastern side of Italy, not far from the Adriatic Sea, 

where Verdicchio is the vaunted white varietal.  Unlike many Italian whites which are one-act shows (great 

for now, but don’t age them), this one has a propensity for complexity with a little time applied.  It has 

been responsible for a valuable lesson to this wine buyer:  Not all the whites currently on your shelf must 

be squeaky-clean, primary-flavored 2019’s!  While this example was fermented and aged entirely in 

stainless steel, some Verdicchios are picked later in the harvest for a richer textural effect and some of 

those even see barrel action – usually a no-no within the Italian white wine genre.  What’s common to 

them all, regardless of treatment, is a vertebrae of nerve.  Verdicchio is a rare white able to furnish the 

flash of fragrant tree fruit, the comfy-ness of nut oil, and the anxiety of citrus.      
 

JIM’S WHIMS:  We’re not dining out all that much right now, are we?  - But try to remember when we 

did, and to do it again when permitted.  My favorite dining experiences happen west of here, sometimes 

only for the different scenery.  One thing’s for sure:  Head west over the Dublin Grade to Oakland and 

Berkeley and you’ll encounter more enlightened “By The Glass” wine lists.  Knowing this, the first wine I 

order after my martini is bound to be an Italian white I’ve never heard of.  I have absolute confidence 

based on where I’m dining that it will enhance the appetizer.  It will resist my wine buyer’s critiquing by 

simply being damn good.  If I try to come up with fancy descriptors something will be lost (and I may 

get a glare from across the table).  This is no time for wine autopsies but to eat and drink and chat, and the 

other way around.  THIS Verdicchio has a lot going on, but what it really wants to do is serve the purpose 

of damn good food wine you’re NOT analyzing.  That was MY job on your behalf, back here at TWS with 

the vendor, my notebook, and my spit bucket.  Go ahead and try this wine analytically, then just drink and 

eat and the other way around.  By the way, the region from which this comes KILLS IT with tempura-

quality fried EVERYTHING including, of course, seafood.  Consider.          
 

 

 

17.99 / 16.19 for all wine club members 



 

 

 

WINE:  2019 Librandi Bianco 

 

SOURCE:  Ciro, Calabria, Italy 

 

GRAPES:  100% Greco Bianco 

 

ATTITUDE:  “Fresh, Fresh, Exciting!” 

 

FOOD:  Shellfish, ceviche, salads 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  We rarely take you to Calabria in Southern Italy.  Note that this is not Puglia, the 

better known “heel” of that peninsula, but the top part of the “boot” which contacts a football being 

punted.  The grape in play, Greco Bianco, is so-named due to its conveyance to Italy by the Greeks long 

ago.  They’re grown between sea level just a few hundred feet above.  The juice is fermented at cool 

temperatures to preserve fruitiness, and the new wine sees naught but inert stainless steel tanks for just a 

few months before bottling. 

 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  The importer of this wine makes the very un-salesmanlike declaration that Calabrian 

wines are unlike those of Tuscany and Piemonte with their simple and un-profound character.  Librandi’s 

Ciro Bianco certainly concurs.  The fragrance and flavor happening here might be called less-than-

extravagant or complex.  We might not come up with as long a list of descriptors as a great white 

Burgundy might invoke.  That said, the EFFECT of this wine is dramatic.  “FRESH!” and “CLEAN” are its 

simple but loudly-declared messages.  We might also reference white peaches in the nose, citrus in the 

mouth, and salinity in the finish – if we were thinking too hard.  This Calabrian white says you shouldn’t 

have to, so take it at face value. 

 

Seafood of all kind will go along wonderfully here; cold or fried or sauteed or grilled or . . . 

 

15.69 / 14.12 for all wine club members 

 
 

 



The Wine Steward’s 

Tuesday 

Night 
W I N E   C L U B 

December 2020 
 

        

 

 

WINE:  2019 Lechuza Garnacha 
 

 

SOURCE:  Vino de la Tierra de Castilla, Spain 
 

 

 

 

GRAPES:  100% Garnacha 
  

ATTITUDE:  “Wheeeee!” 
 

FOOD:  Turkey, grilled sausages

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Garnacha is what most of us know better as “Grenache,” but perhaps we should 

use the Spanish name since the grape is Iberian in origin.  I don’t have fresh data for this, but for a while 

there it was said this was the most planted red wine variety in the world.   

 

What are Grenache’s traits and tendencies?  Until the vine is older and settled down it tends to be prolific.  

Quality Grenache producers know:  Large tonnage crops of this grape rarely become wine with any 

discernable character or quality.  The vine should be discouraged one way or the other; stringent pruning, 

crop thinning, dry farming, sites with less fertile soils . . . one or all of these are employed in pursuit of 

distinctive Grenache.  The grape is larger-berried and thinner-skinned, two features which challenge the 

winemaker’s pursuit of color.  Grenache lovers don’t seem to mind the lighter hue as long as heady aromas 

a la Pinot Noir are in store.  The wine is also more prone to oxidation than some.  The producer’s solution 

is to store it in oversized barrels or vats, since wine develops more slowly in larger volume.  Another fix is 

the application of Syrah and / or Mourvèdre for color and stability; hence, the “GSM” blend.       

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  - But here’s the straight stuffe:  Garnacha unamended by other varieties, unadorned by 

oak aging.  We shouldn’t expect a dark, rich Cabernet-like experience here unless we want to be 

disappointed.  The very alternative tilt is toward lift, perk, clarity, vibrancy, raspberries, cherries, black 

and white pepper, and a “click” of tannin / acid at the end, encouraging a protein to be served along; the 

juicier the better.  We hope you enjoy it!     

 

10.99 / 9.89 for all wine club members 



  

 

WINE:  2018 Due Amici 

 

SOURCE:  Rosso Conero, Marche, Italy 

 

GRAPES:  90% Montepulciano / 10% Sangiovese 

 

ATTITUDE:  Solid, sturdy, with understandable tannins 

 

FOOD:  Roasts, burgers, rich pasta dishes 

 
 

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  We’re on the “right” side of Italy on the Adriatic coast, where two producers, 

Marchetti and Sanguinetti, have long cooperated to create this blend.  The Montepulciano variety which is 

Le Marche’s and Abruzzo’s most significant grape is most felt.  That grape will always make a dark and 

sturdy wine.  I’ve long held that it’s a great entry point into Italian wine for the tentative California 

Cabernet drinker because it emphasizes Cab-like tannins over acidity; a very locally understandable 

feature.  The “Cab Guy” likes dark color and good mass in the mouth, and tolerates chalky tannins more 

than citrus-y acids.  So, what is Sangiovese’s contribution with its 10% participation?  Just a little bit of 

brightness; an elevation of the nose, and a slight “de-sombering” of the brooding Montepulciano-driven 

mouth.  It helps this wine crack a smile!     

 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  What I’ll briefly “whim out” about this time around is the good news that we got to pay 

a little less for this longtime favorite this year around, and can thereby provide it not to the Wine 

Adventurer Club members but to YOU.  It’s like some kind of Christmas miracle:  The price came 

DOWN, while quality remained consistent! 

 

We think a lot of you will admire Due Amici.  The more casual of you wine consumers will be 

immediately impressed by the dark color, and totally “sold” by the time it’s in your mouth.  You 

“oenophiles” should also be pleased, as this is no sweetened-up, Yankee-indulging export but an authentic 

Adriatic Coast product. 

 

Feeling a little jealous, Wine Adventurer’s?  Don’t worry:  You’re welcome to some!    

 

14.99 / 13.49 for ALL wine club members 


